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M. Chailley feels little confidence in a government of India carried 
on by literati " whose knowledge is of a narrow and theoretical char- 
acter, who lack a past and hereditary or acquired experience." In- 
deed, he deplores any participation by natives in the determination of 
the policy of the government, unless the plan under which such partici- 
pation is granted is based on undoubted loyalty, recognition of religious 
differences and of aristocratic traditions and adequate representation of 
diverse interests. He sees quite as clearly as Mr. Hardie the social 
gulf which separates the natives from the Europeans; but he appreci- 
ates more fully than the English writer the reasons for this cleavage. 
He finds them in the social customs of the natives, of which caste is the 
most potent, as well as in the pride or prejudices of the Europeans. 

These are but a few of the matters which M. Chailley discusses. On 
many other points his book is equally interesting and instructive. It is 
a long time since any work so intelligent, so sane and so suggestive has 
appeared about Indian matters. It is an excellent antidote to the 
fervid, lurid and, if it must be said, rather unintelligent appreciation of 
the English occupation of India which Mr. Hardie has given us. 

F. J. G. 

Chinese Immigration. By MARY ROBERTS COOLIDGE. New 
York, Henry Holt and Company, I 909.- 5 3 I pp. 

The American people cannot view with pride the history of their 
dealings with backward races. For three centuries the Indian has been 
murdered and robbed of his heritage, and the period covered by the 
semblance of treaties of friendship has been really a " century of dis- 
honor." For two and a half centuries the African was bought and 
sold, and for a half century he has been Ku-Kluxed, lynched and 
mobbed. For more than a half a century the Hawaiian has been under- 
going Christianization, dispossession and decimation. The Filipino, 
too, has begun to feel the hug of benevolent assimilation. And 
now, through the patient industry of Mrs. Coolidge, we have authentic 
and cumulative proof that our treatment of the yellow race is on the 
same level with our ignominious abuse of the red, black and brown 
races. If the record of iniquity is to be made complete by adding 
minor offences, we may note the transient exploitation of European 
races-Irish, Italian, Slav and Jew-at the period of their first 
appearance in masses, without property or citizenship and, in many 
instances, without knowledge of the language of their exploiters. 

It is well that we should have before us and should contritely ponder 
these tales of our inhumanity. For here we seem to be getting down 
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close to some primal instincts that flout our protests of equality and 
brotherhoood and deride our hopes of democracy. The socialists have 
set up a theory of class struggle, based on the clash between different 
methods of grasping a share of the nation's wealth and income. But 
in America, at least, these economic issues appear to be shaped and 
dominated by more primitive and ineradicable race conflicts. Mrs. 
Coolidge's statistics and interviews lead her seemingly to conclude that 
the Chinaman never was and perhaps never could be a menace to the 
" Teuton-Irish " workingman. Whether this conclusion rests upon 
adequate knowledge of the facts becomes somewhat doubtful when one 
examines her preface and her notes; for in these, while gratefully 
acknowledging the help of business and professional men and " many 
nameless Chinamen," she makes no mention of assistance given by 
trade-unionists or labor spokesmen. The impression that she has not 
used these sources of information is strengthened by her expressed dis- 
trust of trade-unionists and politicians. However this may be, when 
we consider the notable belligerent strength and monopolistic spirit of 
organized labor on the Pacific coast, coupled with its notorious corrupt 
alliances with politicians and capitalists, as contrasted with the less 
aggressive but more honest trade-unionism or socialism of other parts 
of the world, based on clean-cut economic antagonism of employer and 
employee, we cannot help asking ourselves whether the situation on the 
Pacific slope is not a characteristic product of race conflict. 

It would seem that Mrs. Coolidge has not fully analyzed the true 
nature of racial antagonism or inter-racial harmony. She seems to 
think that the white unionists should welcome the Chinamen for all the 
menial jobs-for the day-labor and the farm-labor jobs--since in this 
way the better jobs would be left in the hands of the whites and would 
be still better paid, and the white laborers would rise on the backs of 
the Chinese. This probably would be the case, just as in our southern 
states the white mechanic is relatively better off than his northern com- 
peer, because he has a negro helper for unskilled and menial parts of 
his work. From the commercial or the professional or the housewife 
standpoint, this arrangement seems to be an ideal one. It enhances 
profits and provides leisure for the higher life of the white man and his 
wife. But it remains ideal only while the menial race remains menial 
and the superior race refrains from menial work. Mrs. Coolidge fre- 
quently expresses surprise that white workingmen would rather starve, 
beg, tramp or lynch than work alongside Chinamen at Chinamen's 
wages. This is indeed a strange, uncommercial instinct that needs 
investigation. Perhaps a comparative study of whites and negroes in 
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the South and of Irish and Italians in the North and other similar investi- 
gations might be useful. Again, the author sees only the monopolistic 
spirit of Irish trade-unionism in excluding Chinamen from the better 
paid occupations. Here, again, a comparative study would possibly show 
that the spirit of American trade-unionism, passing that of other coun- 
tries in its aggressiveness and exclusiveness, is an effect rather than a 
cause of race antipathy. Finally, the author's ideals of race harmony 
seem to resolve themselves into an adequate supply of mobile labor for 
fruit growers, ranchers, railroads, households etc. The reviewer is not 
surprised that American race problems should be fought out through 
civil war and other violent methods or that resort should be had to 
political corruption. Scientific investigation, in its most perfect and 
painstaking formn, is as yet carefully examining the trees instead of the 
forest. 

J. R. COMMONS. 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

The Russian Army and the Yapanese War, being historical 
and crtical comments on the military policy and power of Russia 
and on the campaign in the Far East. By General KUROPATK1N. 
Translated by Captain A. B. LINDSAY. Edited by Major E. D. 
SWINTON. With maps and illustrations. New York, E. P. Dutton 
and Company, I909.-Two volumes; xxxi, 309, Vii, 348 pp. 

These volumes are a translation of only a portion of the four volumes 
of the original work. They contain parts of the author's general in- 
troduction; the introduction and the conclusion of his third volume, 
which are here given in chapter xiii of the second volume; and the 
fourth volume of the original. The publication of the original was 
suspended in Russia, and the translator and editor of this edition 
believe that the " subject matter of this translation was never printed 
in Russia." An article based on these memoirs was published in 
McClure's Magazine. The author's accounts of " the three principal 
battles of the war-Liao-Yang, the Sha-Ho and Mukden "-are not to 
be found in the volumes under review, since they were contained in the 
first three volumes of the original work. We should also bear in mind 
that, though General Kuropatkin was minister of war from I898 to 
1904, he was not appointed commander-in-chief of the Manchurian 
army until February 20, 1904, and that from March 27, when he 
reached Liao-yang, until October 25, I904, he was actually subordinate 
" to the viceroy-Admiral Alexieff -whose headquarters were at 
Harbin." In March, I905, he was superseded by General Linievitch, 
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